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APPENDIX F
OPEN MOBILITY FOUNDATION
FORM OF INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTOR LICENSE AGREEMENT (CLA)

Please see the [attached] Instructions before submitting this form.
Contributor information
Your personal name: *
Your email address: **
Your GitHub Username: *
[A valid physical mailing address for you, including country:] *
If contributing on behalf of a third party†:
Please provide your employer's or organization's name, if you are contributing material
as part of your employment or engagement with them: *
Name of that employer or organization's representative:
Email address for that representative: **
*, **, † Please note the statements regarding use of these items in the CLA Instructions.
Agreement to License
This CLA applies to all material ("Contributions"), including any original work of authorship and
any modifications or additions to an existing work, that you send, post or otherwise explicitly
submit for inclusion in any Foundation repository, now and in the future. Foundation
repositories and the works created from them are governed by the Foundation Bylaws, which
may also affect the application of this CLA.
You agree to license all of your rights in each of your Contributions, under the terms of the
specific "Applicable License" designated in the LICENSE.MD file in the repository into which it is

submitted (at the time you sign this form), for the benefit of both the Foundation and all later
parties who that Applicable License benefits. The licenses granted there and in this CLA by you
are perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive and irrevocable, and include copyright permission to
the Foundation to publish your Contributions without royalties, and permit others to do so,
including in the ways described in the Foundation Bylaws. You may withdraw in the future
from this CLA, and end your access to contribute to its repositories, but that withdrawal will not
terminate your license already granted for any Contributions made while you still have that
access.
Nonassertion Covenant
You also promise that you will not assert any royalty claims nor patent claims licensable by you
that are necessarily infringed by an implementation of an approved Foundation Deliverable,
against the Foundation or any user of that work, for any compliant implementation of that
work.
Your promise to do so is irrevocable, but (a) will no longer apply to new Foundation
Deliverables approved after you resign as a Contributor or depart from the Foundation; and (b)
you may suspend or revoke that promise to any person who alleges in writing or files a suit
asserting that your Contribution, or the work to which you have contributed, constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement.
Additional Terms
You represent that you have all of the legal rights necessary to license each of your
Contributions under the terms of the Applicable License, and to make the promises stated in
this CLA. If any part of your Contribution incorporates the original work of another party, or if
you are employed by or contributing your work-for-hire supplied to another party, by signing
this CLA you also confirm to us that you have received any necessary permissions from that
party to submit your Contributions and grant these licenses and promises.
Most Foundation repositories are public, and most Foundation work is intended to create
publicly-available materials. By signing, you agree that a record of your Contributions, including
your identifying name and GitHub handle, may be permanently maintained and freely
redistributed.

OPEN MOBILITY FOUNDATION
Individual CLA INSTRUCTIONS
{Note, instructions may change based on automated system tooling, e.g., GitHub setup.]
In order to contribute intellectual property into the Open Mobility Foundation, you must agree to be
bound by the terms of this Agreement ("CLA"), so that it is clear what terms apply to your intellectual
property contributions. This is a license and agreement by you, for your protection as a contributor, as
well as for the protection of the Foundation and all who use your contributed material.
You are not required to be affiliated with a Member of the Foundation in order to make contributions,
but you are required to agree to the CLA before you contribute to any Foundation repository. You can
do so by completing the online form provided by the Foundation.
If you are contributing material on behalf of or owned by a corporation, organization or other entity,
you must identify them on the iCLA form, and the Foundation may also require additional assurances in
an Entity CLA from that entity, before your iCLA is considered valid and complete.
Each Foundation repository contains a LICENSE.MD file stating the "Applicable License" for that
repository. The Foundation will not change a license designation for a repository once it is made. By
signing the CLA you are agreeing, first, that any contributions you make into a Foundation repository are
licensed by you according to the open license terms stated in that LICENSE.MD file, and second, to the
nonassertion covenant in the CLA which limits your exercise of any patent rights against persons
implementing the Foundation’s releases. You must check each repository to confirm which license
applies to Contributions made to its contents; the majority of Foundation repositories are likely to use
either the Apache 2.0 or Creative Commons CC-BY 4.0 license.
The CLA is only a non-exclusive license and covenant; it does not transfer ownership, and does not
change your rights to use your own Contributions for any other purpose. The Foundation, its members
and the users of its deliverables are not required to make any use of your Contributions.
Personal data provided in this licensing process is handled, and you have the rights, as provided in the
Foundation Data Privacy Statement posted at [URL]. PLEASE NOTE that:
* Data items with an asterisk on the CLA may be used to identify and post your
contributions, and will be made part of a public record to evidence your contributions.
** Data Items with a double asterisk are email addresses, and may become public if you
participate by email in Foundation deliberations, which generally are openly posted.
† Data items with a dagger indicate your contribution being connected to an organization,
and may require additional Entity CLA information before your CLA is considered complete.
You may submit a CLA by clicking the "Accept" button on the form. You should then receive an email
message from __________@_______.org with the subject line "Open Mobility Foundation
Confirmation". Please reply to that email message, to confirm that the information submitted in the CLA
form is correct, and that you submitted the CLA. Questions may also be submitted directly to
Foundation staff at any time: send general questions to __________@_______.org and CLA-related
questions to __________@_______.org.

We look forward to your participation and contributions to better urban mobility practices!

